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Welcome to the 2011 Law and Criminology Textbook catalogue, featuring a wide range of textbooks and revision materials covering all the major areas of law and legal studies.

Highlights of this year’s catalogue include:

- the 12th edition of *The English Legal System* by Gary Slapper and David Kelly, updated for the 2011-2012 academic year (page 41)
- new edition of Hilaire Barnett’s leading textbook *Constitutional and Administrative Law* (page 49)
- the 4th edition of *Sports Law* (page 14)
- updated editions of the Q&As series of revision aids (page 53)
- new editions of the *Routledge Student Statutes* – unannotated and expertly selected by leading academics in the field, these collections of essential core statutes are ideal for both classroom and examination use (page 51).
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In addition to our textbook and revision publishing programme, Routledge also publishes a variety of critically-acclaimed research and scholarly titles, including GlassHouse books.

To receive a free copy of our 2011 Research in Law and Law & Society catalogue, please email David Armstrong at david.armstrong@informa.com or call +44 (0)20 7017 6028.
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**CONSIDERING BOOKS FOR COURSE USE?**

Books marked with ![available symbol] are available as complimentary exam copies for lecturers or faculty considering them for course adoption. To obtain your copy visit the URL listed beneath the title in the catalog and select your choice of print or electronic copy. Visit www.routledge.com or in the US you can call 1-800-634-7064.

Books marked with ![available symbol] are available as electronic inspection copies only.
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Companion Websites

Many Routledge textbooks are complemented by Companion Websites, including lecturer and student-focused features such as:

- highly interactive, innovative multi-media technology including streaming video, downloadable podcasts, multiple choice question testbanks, online assessment, results tracking
- fully customised content and design to suit the requirements of each individual textbook
- VLE content delivered via a password-protected lecturer area, enabling lecturers to import all textbook-related resources into an institution’s own VLE
- useful Links sections, seamlessly connecting the user to bonus related content, references, journal articles, and more.

Considering books for course use?

Books marked with ✎ are available as Complimentary Exam Copies for lecturers or faculty considering them for course adoption. To obtain your copy visit www.routledge.com or in the US you can call 1-800-634-7064.

Books marked with ✎ are available as Electronic Inspection Copies only.

The Law Teacher

Routledge journals are pleased to be publishing The Law Teacher, journal of the Association of Law Teachers. The Law Teacher is a fully-refereed journal concerned with legal education at all academic levels. Both the Association and the journal are international in outlook and contributions from any jurisdiction are welcome in any section of the journal.

For further information or to order a free online sample copy of The Law Teacher, please contact Matthew Peck at matthew.peck@tandf.co.uk.
The Routledge Law Prize

The Routledge Law Prize celebrates outstanding academic achievement, presenting the top first-year LLB student from participating universities with their choice of up to £75-worth of free Routledge books.

Lecturers: to register your university for the 2010-2011 Routledge Award, simply email david.armstrong@informa.com with the subject line ‘2011 Award’.

The Student Law Review

_The Student Law Review_ continues to be the single most popular publication for law students. Published termly, three times a year, _The Student Law Review_ provides up-to-date coverage across the entire syllabus. Written and edited by a team of acknowledged experts with many years experience of law practice and teaching, the articles manage to be accessible, clear and of a high academic standard. Concise case notes illustrate significant facts and the consequences of recent judgements while changes to legislation are expertly summarised and explained.

For more pricing and ordering information, please visit: www.routledge.com/law/campaigns/student_law_review.

Routledge Revision

Bringing together our range of popular revision titles, the Routledge Revision website acts as a hub to help students prepare for exams in all the major law modules. With revision tips, podcasts, bonus Q&As and a revision discussion forum, the Routledge Revision website is one resource no student should be without:


The Routledge Legal Skills Hub

A strong grasp of practical legal skills is essential to law students at every level, and a number of Routledge Law textbooks offer guidance and support on perfecting these skills. _The Routledge Legal Skills Hub_ features links to a variety of online material across a range of related companion websites, including:

- guides to mooting; conducting legal research, presentations and interviews; how to use cases and legislation
- interactive workbooks to help students develop and practice essential legal skills
- self-test quizzes, multiple choice questions and skills checklists
- links to further reading and online resources.

Why publish with Routledge?

Our textbook publishing programme remains very much at the heart of the Routledge law list, including bestselling flagship books such as Hilaire Barnett’s market-leading *Constitutional and Administrative Law* and Gary Slapper and David Kelly’s widely adopted *The English Legal System*; successful and innovative revision programmes; and now a new range of *Routledge Student Statutes*.

**Priority**

Publishing your textbook with Routledge, your book will always be our priority and will not be lost amongst a crowded portfolio of almost-identical titles. You will be working with an engaged and committed editorial and development team who will take an active role at each step of the publishing process, researching the requirements of students and lecturers and sharing our expertise with you in order to help you to develop your initial proposal into a high-quality, market-led published textbook.

**Production**

At Routledge, we recognise that the law is always changing. That’s why we offer flexibility in our production schedules. Our key textbook projects are fast-tracked through the production process, ensuring that our authors are able to keep their books as up-to-the-minute as possible, whilst still enabling us to publish high-quality, attractively designed textbooks at the right time to fulfil course needs.

**Online Support**

Our dedicated Companion Website team help us deliver innovative and interactive online support for our key textbooks, as well as legal updates to help keep books current between editions.

**Reputation and Prestige**

Routledge has an international reputation as one of the UK’s leading publishers in the areas of social sciences and humanities, and Routledge is well-known for publishing innovative and groundbreaking legal books by some of the leading academics in their fields. All of our new textbooks undergo an extensive review process to ensure their content matches the needs of today’s law students and lecturers.

If you have an idea for a new textbook and would like to be part of our success story, please send your proposal to Fiona Kinnear, Publisher for Law at fiona.kinnear@informa.com.
Business Law

David Kelly, formerly at Staffordshire University, UK, Ruth Hayward, Ruby Hammer and John Hendy, all at Staffordshire University, UK

Business Law offers comprehensive coverage of the key aspects of business law in a straightforward manner that is easy to understand for non-law students.

It describes and considers the full range of legal topics such as Contract, Company and Employment Law, as well as including coverage of emerging areas such as Health and Safety and Environmental Law as they apply to business. Including all the recent major developments in the law such as the Companies Act 2006, the Lisbon Treaty, new regulations on Consumer Protection and the impact of environmental and climate change regulation on businesses, Business Law is one of the most up-to-date textbooks available today.

Key learning features include:

- diagrams and tables to illustrate key principles and interrelationships between topics
- key cases boxes which highlight landmark cases for ease of reference
- revision summaries at the end of each chapter to help clarify the key points to focus on for each topic
- an attractive two-colour text design which aids easy understanding and quick referencing.

Primarily designed for undergraduates on business courses, Business Law will also be suitable for all those who need to study the law relating to business as part of their main course.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: Law, Legal Sources and Dispute Resolution
1. Law and Legal Sources
2. The Criminal and Civil Courts
3. Alternative Dispute Resolution

Part 2: Business Organisations
4. Agency
5. Partnership Law
6. Company Law (1)
7. Company Law (2)

Part 3: Business Transactions
8. Contract (1) – Formation of a Contract
9. Contract (2) – Contents of a Contract
10. Contract (3) – Vitiating Factors
11. Contract (4) – Discharge of a Contract
12. Sale and Supply of Goods

Part 4: Business Liability
13. Negligence
14. Employers’ Liability
15. Environmental Law

Part 5: Employment Law
17. Individual Employment Rights (2) – Equal Pay and Discrimination
18. Individual Employment Rights (3) – Termination
19. Health and Safety Law

April 2011: 246 x 174: 600pp
Hb: 978-0-415-58366-4: $155.00
Pb: 978-0-415-55973-7: $54.95

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415559737
Bourne on Company Law
Nicholas Bourne, Conservative Leader, Welsh Assembly, UK

Bourne on Company Law carefully examines and guides students through the way that legal rules are applied in this core commercial area. The fundamental topics are broken down throughout into short, clear sections separated by subheadings for easy navigation before references are made to further literature in specific and extensive reading lists.

Retaining all of the popular features from previous editions, the book has also been extensively revised in light of the conclusion of the Companies Act 2006 and now incorporates a new expanded introduction, which provides a background and context to the way the law works in relation to companies before considering the European influence on company law.

Now expanded to include fully cross-referenced chapters and full case references and summaries, this new edition of Bourne on Company Law is the ideal companion for all students taking courses or modules in this demanding subject.


Critical Company Law
Lorraine Talbot, University of Warwick, UK

Multi-disciplinary in approach, this comprehensive volume examines English company law from both a socio-legal and black letter perspective. Using a contextual and critical framework; drawing on the influence of American law and legal scholarship and a case study of mutual building societies’ march to the market and corporate identity, this book argues that modern company law is shaped by economics, ideology and existing law and that the state of the law at any one time is determined by the constantly shifting dynamic between them.

Scrutinizing the Companies Act 2006 in-detail and tracing the history of the fundamental principles of company law, Talbot explores:
- the doctrine of separate corporate personality
- directors’ duties
- minority protection and the doctrine of ultra vires.

Invigorating this much studied area; uncovering the social factors that continue to inform it and the political nature of the law itself, this textbook is an invaluable resource for all those studying company law.


August 2010: 234 x 156: 408pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57875-2: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-56350-5: $51.95
eBook: 978-0-203-84992-7

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415563505
NEW IN 2011

Commercial Conflict Management and Dispute Resolution

Peter Fenn, University of Manchester, UK

The construction industry is inherently complex and the sums of money involved can be astronomical, so it is no surprise that conflicts and disputes are all too common. There are numerous techniques designed to resolve these problems, and this book summarizes all the main ones, as well as alternative dispute resolution methods. The reader seeking a deeper understanding of these procedures will also find clear explanations of the principles and methods for conflict management, such as negotiation risk management, mediation and conciliation.

As well as outlining these different techniques, guidance on which approach is appropriate in common situations is also given, helping the reader apply what they have learnt to the real world. The significance of cultural issues is explained, before the reader is presented with suggestions for how to take these into account. Throughout, the book is illustrated with case studies from different sectors such as the Channel Tunnel, Hong Kong Airport, Wembley, Terminal 5, and the London Olympics.

Written with undergraduate students in mind, this book also serves to give a neat and brief overview for professionals. Those studying or working in construction project management, construction management, and construction law will find this to be an invaluable book.

June 2011: 234 x 156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57826-4: $155.00
Pb: 978-0-415-57828-8: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-203-85221-7

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415578288
NEW IN 2011

9th Edition

The Modern Law of Contract

Richard Stone, University of Lincoln, UK

The Modern Law of Contract is a clear and logical introduction to contract law, written by a leading author and lecturer with over thirty years of teaching and examining experience in the subject.

Meticulously updated to include all of the recent developments and case decisions in the field, The Modern Law of Contract offers a contemporary overview of each of the key topics found on an undergraduate or GDL contract law module, making it the ideal introduction for students encountering the subject for the first time.

Key learning features include:

- boxed chapter summaries, which help to consolidate learning and understanding
- additional ‘For thought’ think points throughout the text where students are asked to consider ‘what if’ scenarios
- a fully revised set of diagrams to illustrate principles and facilitate the understanding of concepts and interrelationships
- ‘Key Case’ close-ups designed to help students identify key cases within contract law and improve their understanding of the facts and context of each case
- a Companion Website with chapter-by-chapter Multiple Choice Questions; a Flashcard glossary; contract law skills advice; PowerPoint slides of the diagrams within the book; and sample essay questions.

Clearly written and easy to use, The Modern Law of Contract enables undergraduate students of contract law to fully engage with the topic and gain a profound understanding of this pivotal area.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Introduction
2. Forming the Agreement
3. Consideration and Other Tests of Enforceability
4. Intention to Create Legal Relations
5. Privy
6. The Contents of the Contract
7. Clauses Excluding or Limiting Liability
8. Misrepresentation
9. Mistake
10. Duress
11. Undue Influence
12. Illegality and Public Policy
13. Frustration
14. Discharge by Performance or Breach
15. Remedies and Restitution
16. Theories of Contract Law

April 2011: 246 x 174: 728pp
Hb: 978-0-415-59846-0: $180.00
Pb: 978-0-415-59845-3: $55.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415598453

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
NEW IN 2011

2nd Edition

Text, Cases and Materials on Contract Law

Richard Stone and James Devenney, University of Durham, UK

This clear and highly accessible volume, presented in a coherent structure, provides full coverage of the topics commonly found in the contract law syllabus, alongside up-to-date illustrative case examples and stimulating commentary. Written by leading authors in the field, this book takes account of a variety of theoretical perspectives, including economic, relational and empirical conceptions of the law. A meticulous and insightful commentary is provided throughout, illuminating complex areas of law and promoting more detailed analysis of important issues.

Composed of approximately one-quarter authors’ commentaries and three-quarters cases and materials, including academics’ articles and extracts from books and Law Commission papers, this book facilitates the development of personal study skills and encourages readers to engage with the leading academic commentaries in the area. Clearly signposted chapter introductions highlight the salient features under discussion and additional reading collected at the end of each chapter guides further study and independent research.

The range of material covered and the straightforward style makes Text, Cases and Materials on Contract Law an invaluable resource for all undergraduate students of contract law.

April 2011: 246 x 174: 1000pp
Hb: 978-0-415-59415-8: $162.00
Pb: 978-0-415-59414-1: $62.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415594141

5th Edition

Contract Law in Perspective

Linda Mulcahy, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Contract Law in Perspective complements ‘black letter’ treatments of contract by looking at legal doctrine and statutes in their social, political and economic contexts. It increases students’ understanding of the law of contract as well as convinces them why it is so important to us all. In addition to describing the key doctrines in the field, it explains the ideology behind them and considers the extent to which they serve the needs of the business community and consumers. The book broadens understanding and appreciation of the subject by reference to the ‘big ideas’ in contract theory and how these relate to practice at a level which is suitable for students.

This fifth edition:
• has been substantially revised and now includes sections on privity and the Rights of Third Parties Act as well as a discussion of the Law Commission’s Unfair Terms in Contract draft bill
• includes new chapter introductions and summaries designed to help students identify the key points and reflect on what they have learnt
• provides advice on further reading pointing students towards sources for more detailed study
• now includes additional self-test questions for students at the end of each chapter to enable them to consolidate and practice at regular intervals.


2008: 234 x 156: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-415-44431-6: $190.00
Pb: 978-0-415-44432-3: $49.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415444323
Understanding Contract Law
Max Young, University of Bedfordshire, UK

Understanding Contract Law offers a clear introduction to the basic concepts of contract law in England. Built around familiar real-world examples that illustrate the concepts, principles and key cases upon which English contract law is structured, Understanding Contract Law is an ideal guide for those approaching an undergraduate law degree, or for general readers interested in this fundamental area of the law.

This concise, student-friendly overview, supported by chapter introductions and summaries throughout, covers the fundamental topics in English contract law, including:

- Agreement and Offer
- Acceptance
- Certainty
- Consideration
- Privity
- Misrepresentation.

**Selected Contents:**
1. Introduction to Contract Law
2. Agreement and Offer
3. Acceptance
4. Certainty
5. Consideration
6. Intention to Create Legal Relations
7. Variation of Contracts
8. Privity
9. Terms of the Contract
10. Exemption Clauses: The Common Law
11. Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977
12. Misrepresentation
13. Remedies for Breach of Contract

2009: 234 x 156: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49425-0: $120.00
Pb: 978-0-415-49426-7: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86423-4

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415494267
2nd Edition

**Consumer Sales Law**
The Law Relating to Consumer Sales and Financing of Goods

*John Macleod*

Fully updated and revised, this comprehensive and informative textbook provides readers with an overview of current consumer sales law and equips them with a view of how this fast-changing subject has, and will continue to develop through the inclusion of new reform proposals.

This book analyzes the interaction of consumer sales law with politics, the appeal of consumer protection to politicians and the influence of the European Union and the EU Directives. It also discusses the removal of consumer sales law from its traditional realm of legal professionals to consumer and debt advisors and public officials with the power to seek injunctions to protect consumers. In addition to this, it:

- fully integrates both the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive 2005 and the Consumer Credit Act 2006 into the basic 1974 Act
- explains how the sale of Goods Act 1979 has been modified by the 1999 Directive
- combines the public protection of consumers under the Enterprise Act 2002 (e.g. Office of Fair Trading)
- is supplemented by comprehensive e-updates on its Companion Website, keeping the content current between editions.

Written by an author with forty years experience of teaching sales and finance law to undergraduates, this textbook is an essential tool for all undergraduates studying commercial and consumer sales law.


For more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780415415668](http://www.routledge.com/9780415415668)

---

7th Edition

**Modern Tort Law**

*Vivienne Harpwood*, Cardiff University, UK

*Modern Tort Law* is a comprehensive, accessible and up-to-date introduction to the law of torts. Now in its seventh edition, Vivienne Harpwood’s popular, student-friendly text explains the principles of all aspects of tort law in a lively and thought-provoking manner. The broad coverage of modern tort law makes this an ideal textbook for any undergraduate tort law course.

This seventh edition has been revised and updated to take into account developments since publication of the previous edition including in the areas of privacy, negligence, personal injury and defamation. Human Rights issues are integrated throughout the text rather than treating the topic in isolation, in line with the way the subject is commonly taught.

Now more accessible and student-friendly, it includes:

- advice on further reading at the end of each chapter which is intended to point students towards sources of further study and critical debate
- new chapter introductions, rewritten to reflect learning outcomes.

*Modern Tort Law* is now supported by a Companion Website which offers lecturer resources available to adopters of the book, including ‘think points’ designed to encourage reflection and debate and PowerPoints of diagrams and flowcharts contained within the text. A dedicated student section also offers weblinks, a guide to key Tort law cases, a flashcard glossary and a test bank of multiple choice questions.


2008: 246 x 174: 576pp  Hb: 978-0-415-45845-0: $190.00  Pb: 978-0-415-45846-7: $52.95

For more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9780415458467](http://www.routledge.com/9780415458467)
Criminology
Edited by Tim Newburn, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

This is a comprehensive introduction to criminology for students who are either new or relatively new to the subject. It provides the basis of study for undergraduate students, new postgraduate students, and those who need a foundation knowledge of criminology for other relevant courses – including access and foundation degree courses in colleges and universities, courses in law, probation, policing, criminal and forensic investigation and on other aspects of crime and the criminal justice system.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: Understanding Crime and Criminology
1. Understanding Crime and Criminology
2. Crime and Punishment in History
3. Crime Data and Crime Trends
4. Crime and the Media

5. Classicism and Positivism
6. Biological Positivism
7. Psychological Positivism
8. Durkheim, Anomie and Strain
9. The Chicago School, Culture and Subcultures
10. Interactionism and Labelling Theory
11. Control Theories
12. Radical and Critical Criminology
13. Realist Criminology
14. Contemporary Classicism
15. Feminist Criminology
16. Late Modernity, Governmentality and Risk

Part 3: Understanding Crime – Types and Trends
17. Victims, Victimization and Victimology
18. White-Collar and Corporate Crime
19. Organised Crime
20. Violent and Property Crime
21. Drugs and Alcohol

Part 4: Understanding Criminal Justice
22. Penology and Punishment
23. Understanding Criminal Justice
24. Crime Prevention and Community Safety
25. The Police and Policing
26. Criminal Courts and the Court Process
27. Sentencing and Non-Custodial Penalties
28. Prisons and Imprisonment
29. Youth Crime and Youth Justice
30. Restorative Justice

Part 5: Critical Issues in Criminology
31. Race, Crime and Justice
32. Gender, Crime and Justice
33. Criminal and Forensic Psychology
34. Globalisation, Terrorism and Human Rights

Part 6: Doing Criminology
35. Understanding Criminological Research
36. Doing Criminological Research

2007: 264 x 193: 1046pp
Hb: 978-1-84392-285-8: $135.00
Pb: 978-1-84392-284-1: $62.00
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9781843922841

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
2nd Edition

Criminology
A Sociological Introduction

Eamonn Carrabine, Maggy Lee, Nigel South, Pam Cox and Ken Plummer, all at University of Essex, UK

This fully revised textbook, ground in original research, is a clear and insightful introduction to the key topics studied in undergraduate criminology courses. Accessible and user-friendly, it is essential reading for all criminology students.

Selected Contents: Part 1: The Criminological Imagination
1. Introduction 2. Histories of Crime

2008: 246 x 189: 560pp
Hb: 978-0-415-46450-5: $190.00
Pb: 978-0-415-46451-2: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-203-88494-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415464512

7th Edition

Criminal Procedure and Sentencing

Peter Hungerford-Welch, City University London, UK

Criminal Procedure and Sentencing provides a comprehensive, analytical and up-to-date guide to each step of the criminal process, from the arrest of the suspect through to trial, sentencing and appeals. Full account is taken of both statutory and case law developments and the book is supported by a Companion Website which provides regular updates on developments in this fast-moving area.

Key aspects of criminal procedure and sentencing are analyzed in the light of sources such as Government consultation papers and academic commentary.

This seventh edition:
- has been completely re-written and includes new flowcharts and glossaries
- highlights areas of particular controversy or debate
- is supported by a Companion Website which will be updated at regular intervals.

This book provides an excellent introduction to criminal procedure and sentencing for anyone studying the criminal process as part of an LLB or LLM degree, for students on the Bar Vocational Course or Legal Practice Course, and anyone who is involved in the operation of the criminal justice system or who is interested in how the system works.


2008: 246 x 174: 1048pp
Pb: 978-0-415-44292-3: $74.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415442923

Related Revision Titles:

Q&A Criminal Law pg 55
Criminal Lawcards pg 59
Criminal Law Statutes pg 51

Complimentary Exam Copy
Companion Website
New in Paperback
e-Inspection
The Origins of Criminology
A Reader
Edited by Nicole Rafter, Northeastern University, USA

‘The Origins of Criminology: A Reader brings together an unprecedented range of materials illustrating early criminological thought. As such, it is sure to become required reading for undergraduate criminology, social history and sociology courses, as well as a well-thumbed resource for the growing number of scholars researching and writing in the field.’ – Neil Davie, Professor of British History, Université Lumière Lyon 2, France

The Origins of Criminology: A Reader is a collection of nineteenth-century texts from the key originators of the practice of criminology – selected, introduced, and with commentaries by the leading scholar in this area, Nicole Rafter.

This book presents criminology as a unique field of study that took root in a context in which urbanization, immigration, and industrialization changed the class structure of Western nations. As relatively homogenous communities became more sharply divided and aware of a bottom-most group, the ‘dangerous classes’, a new segment of the middle class emerged: professionals involved in the work of social control. Tracing the intellectual origins of criminology to physiognomy, phrenology, and evolutionary theories, this book demonstrates criminology’s background in new attitudes toward science and the development of scientific methodologies applicable to social and mental phenomena. Through an expert selection of original texts, it traces the emergence of ‘criminology’ as a new field purporting to produce scientific knowledge about crime and criminals.

Selected Contents:
Section 1: Eighteenth-Century Predecessors
Section 2: Phrenology
Section 3: Moral and Mental Insanity
Section 4: Evolution, Degeneration, and Heredity
Section 5: The Underclass and the Underworld
Section 6: Criminal Anthropology
Section 7: Habitual Criminals and their Identification
Section 8: Eugenic Criminology
Section 9: Criminal Statistics
Section 10: Sociological Approaches to Crime

2009: 234 x 156: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-415-45111-6: $155.00
Pb: 978-0-415-45112-3: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86994-9

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415451123

Criminal Law: The Basics
Jonathan Herring, University of Oxford, UK
Series: The Basics

An introductory overview of the main themes in criminal law, this book gives essential information about what the law is and defines and discusses different types of criminal offence, from homicide and assault to fraud and conspiracy. Each chapter includes helpful references to key cases, main statutes and lists of further reading.

Selected Contents:
4. Property Offences
5. Accomplices
6. Defences

2009: 198 x 129: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49311-6: $90.00
Pb: 978-0-415-49312-3: $19.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86740-2

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415493123

Criminology: The Key Concepts
Martin O’Brien, University of Chester, UK and Majid Yar, University of Kent, UK
Series: Routledge Key Guides

Fully cross-referenced, with extensive suggestions for further reading and more in-depth study of the topics discussed, this is an essential reference guide for students of Criminology at all levels. Topics covered range across sociological concepts, the justice system and the different varieties of criminal and deviant behaviour in an easy-to-use A to Z format.

Selected Contents:

2008: 216 x 138: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-42794-4: $26.95
Pb: 978-0-415-42794-4: $26.95

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415427944
Sports Law

Simon Gardiner, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK, John O’Leary, Anglia Ruskin University, UK, Roger Welch, University of Portsmouth, UK, Simon Boyes, Nottingham Trent University, UK and Urvasi Naidoo

Long established as the market leading textbook on sports law, this much-anticipated new edition offers a comprehensive and authoritative examination of the legal issues surrounding and governing sport internationally. Locating the legal regulation of sport within an explicit socio-economic context, this refocused edition is divided into four core parts: Governance and Sport; Commercial Regulation; Sports Workplace; and Safety in Sport.

Recent developments covered in this edition include:

• EU competition law interaction with sport under arts. 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
• the current World Anti-Doping Agency code
• analysis of the recent Court of Arbitration for Sport Jurisprudence
• reforms of the transfer system in team sports
• anti-discrimination provisions in sport
• engagement with match fixing
• a focus on the legal context of 2012 London Olympics.

Essential reading for students studying sports law or sports-related courses, this textbook will also prove useful to sports law practitioners and sports administrators in need of a clear companion to the field.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: Governance and Sport
1. Governance in Sport: Historical and Contemporary Perspective
2. Sport, Rules and Law
3. Challenging Sports Decisions
4. EU Sports Law Policy
5. Doping and Sport

Part 2: Commercial Regulation
6. Regulation of Sports Business
7. Financial Corruption in Sport

Part 3: Sports Workplace
9. Legal Issues of Sports Employment
10. Anti-Discrimination Provisions in Sport

Part 4: Safety in Sport
11. Sports Participation Liability
12. Safety and Spectator Disorder in Sports Facilities

April 2011: 246 x 189
Hb: 978-0-415-59184-3: $175.00
Pb: 978-0-415-59183-6: $74.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415591836
Sport, Physical Recreation and the Law

Hazel Hartley, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK

Covering a wide range of legal principles and cases, this textbook introduces the reader to legal systems, terminology, databases and the use of case law. Designed to encourage analysis, reflection and the application of examples and ideas from the reader’s own experience, the book clearly and comprehensively explains key topics such as:

• socio-legal aspects of sports violence and criminal liability
• negligence and defences against negligence
• manslaughter by individuals and organizations in sport
• principles of natural justice, disciplinary tribunals and doping
• discrimination, harassment and child protection
• risk management, statutory duties, and breaches of health and safety
• criminal liability – recognized sports, hazing, and cage-fighting.

Including over 300 exercises, hypothetical scenarios, investigative tasks and seminar activities, this book is an essential course text for all students of sport, recreation and the law, and an invaluable reference for coaches, physical education teachers and those who play, lead or organize sport and physical recreation.

Selected Contents:
1. Resources at Your Fingertips: A Guide to Legal Sources, Databases, and Organizations
2. Taking Reasonable Care? Principles of Negligence in Sport, Physical Education and Recreation
3. Defences Against Negligence: Volenti, Contributory Negligence and Two Rugby Cases
4. Sport Violence and Criminal Assault: A Socio-Legal Perspective
5. Discrimination, Harassment and Child Protection in Sport and Physical Recreation
7. Causing Death: An Overview of Selected Manslaughter Cases
8. Natural Justice Principles, Sport Disciplinaries and Key Doping Cases

The Business of Sports

A Primer for Journalists

Mark Conrad, Fordham University, USA

This book explores the business aspect of sports with an orientation to those topics that are most relevant to journalists, providing the foundation for understanding the various parts of the sports business. Moving beyond sports writing, this text offers a distinct perspective on professional, college, and international sports organizations – structure, governance, labour issues, and other business factors within the sports community. Written clearly and compellingly, The Business of Sports includes cases (historical, current, and hypothetical) to illustrate how business concerns play a role in the reporting of sports.

New features for the second edition include:
• updates throughout, including disciplinary policies throughout the major sports leagues
• expanded discussion of intellectual property issues and merchandising
• new sections on ethical issues in sports, aimed at journalists.

Offering critical insights on the business of sports, this text is a required resource for sports journalists and students in sports journalism.

Selected Contents:

2009: 246 x 174: 352pp
Hb: 978-0-415-32184-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-415-32185-3: $59.95
Ebook: 978-0-203-29952-4
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415321853

2010: 229 x 152: 376pp
Hb: 978-0-415-87652-0: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-87653-7: $42.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415876537
NEW IN 2011

Media and Entertainment Law

Ursula Smartt

*Media and Entertainment Law* presents a contemporary analysis of the law relating to the media and entertainment industry both in terms of its practical application and its theoretical framework. Looking at key aspects such as TV and radio broadcasting, the print press, the music industry, online news and entertainment and social networking sites, this textbook provides students with detailed coverage of the key principles, cases and legislation as well as a critical analysis of regulatory bodies such as the Press Complaints Commission and OFCOM.

Drawing on principles from public law, tort, contract law and human rights, *Media and Entertainment Law* explores all the central themes of the subject including privacy and confidentiality, contempt of court, defamation and intellectual property, as well as helping students to gain an awareness of ethical issues surrounding journalistic practice.

With integrated coverage of Scots and Northern Irish law, *Media and Entertainment Law* also highlights comparisons with similar overseas jurisdictions (such as US and European law) in order to help students demonstrate an awareness of media laws which may influence UK legislation.

**Selected Contents:**
1. Media Freedom  
2. Privacy and Confidentiality  
3. Defamation  
4. Contempt of Court  
5. Reporting Legal Proceedings  
6. Freedom of Public Information  
7. Blasphemy, Obscenity and Censorship  
8. Copyright I (Intellectual Property)  
9. Copyright II (Entertainment Law)  
10. Regulatory Bodies and Self Regulation

---

NEW IN 2011

4th Edition

Publishing Law

Hugh Jones and Christopher Benson

With an introduction to UK and EU law, full coverage of electronic rights and e-commerce issues, and detailed coverage of changes in UK and EU legislation, this fourth edition of *Publishing Law* continues in its status as a comprehensive guide to the law as it affects the publishing process.

**Selected Contents: Part 1: The Law, and Original Works**
1. Publishing and the Law  
2. Copyright  
3. Other Rights of Authors and Publishers  
4. Author Contracts  
5. Other Contracts

**Part 2: Commissioning: Publishing Contracts**
6. Delivery, Editing and Obligations on Publication  
7. Defamation and other Risks  
8. Copyright Infringement  
9. Trade Marks and Passing Off

**Part 3: Sales and Marketing**
10. Sale of Goods and Consumer Protection  
11. Advertising and Promotion  
12. Distribution and Export

Appendix A: A to Z Glossary of Legal Terms  
Appendix B: Useful Addresses  
Appendix C: Further Reading and Sources

April 2011: 234 x 156: 352pp  
Hb: 978-0-415-57513-3: $130.00  
Pb: 978-0-415-57517-1: $59.95  
eBook: 978-0-203-83817-4

For more information, visit:  
[www.routledge.com/97804155575171](http://www.routledge.com/97804155575171)
Comparative Media Law and Ethics

Tim Crook, Goldsmiths College, University of London, UK

Providing practical and theoretical resources on media law and ethics for the United Kingdom and United States of America and other legal jurisdictions such as France, Japan, India, China and Saudi Arabia, *Comparative Media Law and Ethics* is suitable for upper undergraduate and postgraduate study in higher education and is of use to professionals in the media who need to work internationally.

**Selected Contents:**
1. Primary Media Law of the UK and USA
2. Media Jurisprudence, Media Ethicology and Media Ethicism
3. Comparative Defamation Law in Depth
4. Comparative Contempt/Protecting Fair Trial Law in Depth
5. Comparative Privacy Law in Depth
6. Comparative Media Regulation in Depth
7. Comparative State and Corporate Security Law in Depth
8. Comparative Media Law and Ethics: 4 Genres of Jurisdictions
9. The Legal Problematizing of Journalism
10. Human Rights and International Law for Journalists
12. Comparative Copyright and Intellectual Property Law in Depth
13. Comparative Freedom of Information Legislation in Depth


2009: 234 x 156: 496pp
Hb: 978-0-415-55157-1: $135.00
Pb: 978-0-415-55161-8: $62.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86596-5

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415551618
NEW

5th Edition

Wolf and Stanley on Environmental Law

Susan Wolf, Northumbria University, UK and Neil Stanley, University of Leeds, UK

Wolf and Stanley on Environmental Law is a lively and accessible account of pollution control law in England and Wales. Written with real clarity and supported by a range of learning features, this text offers an excellent starting point to those encountering this diverse and controversial subject for the first time.

This new edition has been fully updated and revised to take into account all the recent developments in the subject, including coverage of the Waste and Trading Emissions Act 2003, the Household Waste Recycling Act 2003, the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 and the Environmental Permitting Regulations 2007-2009. Further afield, Wolf and Stanley also considers the EC Environmental Liability Directive and the Aarhus Convention and the Environmental Information Regulations 2004.

Suitable for students of environmental law and the wider environmental studies, Wolf and Stanley on Environmental Law is a valuable guide to this wide-ranging subject.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Elements of Environmental Law
2. The Administration and Enforcement of Environmental Law
3. European Community Environmental Law and Policy
4. Water Pollution
5. Waste Management
6. Environmental Permitting
7. Contaminated Land
8. Air Pollution
9. Statutory Nuisance
10. Noise Pollution
11. Environmental Torts
12. The Private Regulation of Environmental Pollution

August 2010: 246 x 174: 576pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57166-1: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-415-41846-1: $57.95
eBook: 978-0-203-84254-6

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415418461
6th Edition

Equity and Trusts

Alastair Hudson, Queen Mary, University of London, UK

Review of a previous edition:

‘One of the book’s great strengths is its clear exposition of some very difficult areas of the law, moving seamlessly from points that puzzle students to points that puzzle practitioners. Other strengths are the breadth of its approach, the fact that it is extremely up to date, the freshness and vividness of its approach and its willingness to place equity in a wider context. The student will enjoy a clear, lively and challenging account of the subject matter. The practitioner will find the book well worth consulting for its clear exposition of the basic principles and of their application in difficult areas.’ – New Law Journal

Alastair Hudson’s Equity and Trusts is an ideal textbook for undergraduate courses on the law of trusts and equitable remedies. It provides a clear, current and comprehensive account of the subject through which the author’s enthusiasm and expertise shine through, helping to bring to life an area of the law which students often find challenging.

Beginning with the core principles, Professor Hudson reinforces the key points by means of clear examples throughout each chapter, helping students to build and develop their own knowledge of equity and trusts. A set of lively, discursive essays reflecting on the law then begin to outline the broader political, social and economic context of the subject and encourage the reader to begin to engage with their own critical analysis.

The sixth edition is supported by a Companion Website which includes:

• over fifty short podcast lectures by the author discussing and clarifying key topics from within the book, which cover an entire course

• a set of brief video documentaries filmed on location which provide context and bring to life selected key topics

• a brief introductory video presentation from the author introducing the viewer to the subject of Equity and Trusts and to the book in particular.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Principles of Equity
2. Express Trusts
3. Administration of Trusts
4. Trusts Implied by Law
5. Equity, Trusts and the Home
6. Breach of Trust and Equitable Claims
7. Commercial Uses of Trusts
8. Welfare Uses of Trusts
9. Equitable Remedies
10. Equity, Trusts and Social Theory

2009: 246 x 174: 1288pp
Hb: 978-0-415-49985-9: $180.00
Pb: 978-0-415-49771-8: $64.95
eBook: 978-0-203-87672-5
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415497718

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
Text, Cases and Materials on Equity and Trusts

Mohamed Ramjohn, Thames Valley University, London, UK

Text, Cases and Materials on Equity and Trusts has been considerably revised to broaden the focus of the text in line with most LLB core courses to encompass Equity, remedies and injunctions and to take account of recent major statutory and case law developments.


2008: 246 x 174: 752pp
Hb: 978-0-415-44293-0: $180.00
Pb: 978-0-415-44294-7: $64.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415442947

Understanding Equity & Trusts

Alastair Hudson, Queen Mary, University of London, UK

Understanding Equity and Trusts is a sister text to Alastair Hudson’s leading textbook Equity and Trusts, that gives those unfamiliar with the subject a clear, accessible, readable and comprehensive overview of the main themes in this dynamic area of the law. Whether used at the beginning of studying this field, as an aid to study or in the period before examinations, this book provides the reader with an invaluable grounding in all of the key principles of equity and the law of trusts.

This book covers all of the topics that a student reader will encounter in any trusts law or general equity course. The text deals with express trusts, resulting and constructive trusts, the duties of trustees, breach of trust and tracing, commercial uses of trusts, charities, pensions, trusts of homes and equitable remedies.

The third edition has been revised and updated to include new material on investing trusts and trustee’s duties and the material on charities has been substantially rewritten in the light of the Charities Act 2006.

The law of trusts is built on simple basic principles. The approach of this book is to begin with a clear presentation of those principles before guiding the reader through the more complex issues which are the feature of examinations in this subject. The lively text includes a large number of straightforward examples to make the discussion of the general law more accessible.


2008: 234 x 156: 248pp
Pb: 978-0-415-46199-3: $37.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415461993

Related Revision Titles:

Q&A Equity & Trusts ........................................ pg 56
Equity & Trusts Lawcards ................................ pg 59
Property Law Statutes ...................................... pg 52
Now in its second edition, *European Union Law* has been fully revised and updated following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009. The book contains entirely new chapters on the Protection of Human Rights in the EU; the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice and the Common Foreign and Security Policy. Specifically written to give law students detailed up-to-date knowledge of all main areas of EU law, the book provides an in-depth and detailed examination of, and commentary on the areas of institutional and of substantive EU law forming the syllabus of standard academic courses on EU law. Student-friendly features include:

- short summaries at the beginning of each chapter outlining the topics and concepts covered
- an aide-memoire at the end of each chapter to highlight and reflect the main points
- a recommended reading list at the end of each chapter to facilitate further research
- a map identifying EU Member States (with accession dates) and candidate states
- a Companion Website featuring updates twice yearly; annotated links to online sources of interest and essay style self-test questions with suggested answers.

### SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. The History of European Integration
2. Values and Objectives of the EU Including the Creation of an Area of Freedom, Security and Justice
3. Membership of the EU
4. Competences of the EU
5. The Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)
6. The Institutional Framework of the EU
7. Legislative Procedures in the EU
8. Sources of EU Law
9. The Protection of Human Rights in the EU
10. Preliminary Rulings: Article 267 TFEU
11. Direct Applicability of EU Law
12. Direct Effect of EU Law
13. Supremacy of EU Law
14. Liability of a Member State for Damage Caused to Individuals by an Infringement of EU Law
15. Enforcement of EU Law – Actions against Member States
16. Direct Actions against EU Institutions, Bodies, Offices and Agencies
17. An Introduction to the Internal Market of the EU
18. The Customs Union and the Prohibition of Customs Duties and all Charges having Equivalent Effect to Customs Duties (CEE)
19. Discriminatory Internal Taxation
20. Quantitative Restrictions (QRs) and Measures having Equivalent Effect on Imports and Exports (MEQRs) – Articles 34 and 35 TFEU
21. Article 36 TFEU
22. Citizenship of the EU
23. Free Movement of Workers
24. The Right of Establishment (Articles 43–48 TFEU) and the Right to Supply and Receive Services (Articles 49–55 TFEU)
25. Exceptions to the Free Movement of Persons
26. Introduction to EU Competition Law
27. Article 101 TFEU
28. Article 102 TFEU
29. Merger Control
30. Enforcement of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU
NEW

4th Edition

Understanding European Union Law

Karen Davies, Swansea University, UK

*Understanding European Union Law* is both an ideal introduction for students new to EU law and an essential addition to revision for the more accomplished. It is also essential reading for students on business studies courses.

This fourth edition has been fully revised and updated in the light of the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty and continues to look at the main themes of EU law in a logical and progressive manner. It provides the reader with an understanding of EU law, concentrating on how, and especially why, the law has developed as it has. In addition, a number of issues presently facing the EU are also considered, such as fundamental rights and citizenship.

The new edition incorporates summaries, end of chapter questions for self-testing and reflection; updated flow diagrams; a glossary of terms and important tips on how to approach examination questions. This student-friendly text is broad in scope and highly accessible. The ultimate objective of this book is to show that understanding EU law can be an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

**Selected Contents:**
1. Introduction
2. The Creation of a European Union
3. Who Runs the EU?
4. Sources of Union Law
5. The Relationship between Community Law and the National Legal Systems of the Member States
6. Enforcing Community Law
7. Free Movement of Goods
8. Free Movement of Persons and Services
9. Revision and Examinations

November 2010: 234 x 156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-58245-2: $115.00
Pb: 978-0-415-58234-6: $37.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83641-5

For more information, visit:
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**Related Revision Titles:**

- Q&A European Union Law pg 56
- European Union Lawcards pg 59
- EU Legislation Statutes pg 52

---

Routledge Resources for Teaching in Higher Education

The one stop shop for your teaching needs!

Aimed at supporting the Higher Education teaching professional, this website highlights books that offer essential guidance, tips, and techniques that are sure to enhance your teaching practice.

Take a moment to browse our complete list of practical teaching and learning & eLearning resources today!

[www.routledge.com/teachinginhighe](http://www.routledge.com/teachinginhighe)
Criminal Evidence in Context

Jonathan Doak, Nottingham Trent University, UK and Claire McGourlay, University of Sheffield, UK

_Criminal Evidence in Context_ explains the key concepts of evidence law in England and Wales clearly and concisely, set against the backdrop of the broader political and theoretical contexts. It informs students of the major debates within the field, providing an explanation as to how and why the law has developed as it has.

This second edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to take into account recent developments in the law and the considerable amount of case law that has emerged since publication of the previous edition. It includes new chapters on the privilege of non-incrimination; improperly-obtained evidence; and expert evidence.

Each chapter contains a range of pedagogical tools including key points, self-test questions and advice on further reading. Diagrams, flowcharts and bullet points make this text easy to follow and clarify complex and important topics.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Introduction to Criminal Evidence
2. The Principle of Orality
3. The Burden of Proof
4. The Privilege Against Self-Incrimination
5. Examination and Cross-Examination
6. Evidence of Character
7. Hearsay Evidence
8. Confessions
9. Improperly Obtained Evidence
10. Opinion Evidence

2008: 246 x 174: 376pp
Pb: 978-0-415-45849-8: $52.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415458498
Practical Guide to Evidence

Christopher Allen, Formerly at Inns of Court Law School, City University, London, UK

Practical Guide to Evidence provides a clear and readable account of the law of evidence, acknowledging the importance of arguments about facts and principles as well as rules. The fourth edition has been revised and updated to address the radical changes brought about by the Criminal Justice Act 2003, particularly in relation to hearsay, character evidence and opinion evidence and to expand coverage of the Human Rights Act 1998. Particular attention is given to changes made by the revised Codes of Practice, and to the growing body of case law on topics such as reverse burden of proof, the cross-examination of rape victims, evidence obtained by entrapment, and silence in the face of police questioning.

Now including enhanced pedagogical support such as chapter summaries, further reading advice and boxed examples, this leading textbook can be used on both undergraduate and professional courses.


2008: 234 x 156: 528pp
Pb: 978-0-415-45719-4: $51.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415457194

Related Revision Titles:

Q&A Evidence ............................................ pg 56
Evidence Lawcards ........................................ pg 60
Evidence Statutes ........................................... pg 52
Family Law, Sex and Society
A Comparative Study of Family Law

Peter De Cruz, Liverpool John Moores University, UK

Comparative in both approach and framework, Family Law, Sex and Society provides a critical exposition of key areas in family law, exploring their evolution and development within their historical, cultural, political and legal context.

Cross-referencing to English law throughout, this comparative textbook pays particular attention to the transformation of marriage; the development of divorce laws; matrimonial property; the legal recognition of unmarried heterosexual and same-sex cohabitants; the universal adoption of the best interests standard for children in domestic and international legislation; and the impact of the Human Rights Act 1998 on family law in a variety of jurisdictions.

Divided into different sections, Family Law, Sex and Society includes coverage of:

- a jurisdictional and historical survey of some of the main themes in Family law, as well as consideration of the evolution of the Western family
- the English law relating to divorce, marital property and children and a comparison with the equivalent law in the civil law jurisdictions of France and Germany
- family law developments in other common law countries such as Australia and New Zealand, selected American jurisdictions, parts of Africa and some Far Eastern countries; and hybrid jurisdictions like Japan and Russia
- an analysis of the law relating to unmarried cohabitation and domestic partnerships in civil law jurisdictions such as France, Germany and Sweden in comparison to Anglo-American law
- a comparative analysis of the laws relating to domestic violence.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Introductory Overview
2. Jurisdictional Survey: Family Law in Europe
3. Family Law in the United States
4. Family Law in Australia and New Zealand
5. Family Law in Africa and Asia
6. Family Law in the Russian Federation
7. Family Law in Japan
8. Cohabitation, Informal Unions and Civil Partnerships in Comparative Perspective
9. Domestic Violence – A Comparative Survey
10. The Impact of Human Rights Law on Family Law
11. Common Themes, Key Debates and Comparative
12. Overview

February 2010: 234 x 156: 432pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48430-5: $175.00
Pb: 978-1-85941-638-9: $66.00
eBook: 978-0-203-85862-2

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9781859416389
NEW
2nd Edition

International Child Law

Trevor Buck, De Montfort University, UK

Contributors: Alisdair A. Gillespie, De Montfort University, UK, Lynne Ross and Sarah Sargent

International Child Law examines and discusses the international legal framework and issues relating to children at both a global and regional level. Analysing both public and private international legal aspects, this cross-disciplinary text promotes an understanding of the ongoing development of child law and the protection of the child.

This second edition has been substantially updated and revised, and three new chapters have been introduced. Together with new material on sexual exploitation and children's involvement in armed conflict, a new chapter on indigenous children’s rights responds to the recent United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child remains a central topic, and the mechanisms and policy underlying the Hague Conventions on Intercountry Adoption and Parental International Child Abduction are dealt with in two further chapters. Drawing on a genuine range of legal disciplines, International Child Law is a valuable resource for those in the course of study and research in this area.
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Related Revision Titles:
Q&A Family Law........................................pg 58
Family Lawcards.......................................pg 61
Family Law Statutes...................................pg 54
4th Edition

Civil Liberties and Human Rights

Helen Fenwick, Durham University, UK

Helen Fenwick considers the impact of the Human Rights Act 1998, paying particular attention to Labour legislation, especially in the fields of criminal justice and terrorism.

This book:

• considers recent key domestic decisions in the post-Human Rights Act era, including Campbell, A. and Others v Secretary of State for the Home Dept, Ghaidan v Mendoza, R(Gillian) v Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis
• analyzes key developments in the sphere of media freedom, including the impact of the Communications Act 2003, Pro-life Alliance and Campbell
• explores new developments in criminal justice, including the Serious and Organized Crime Act 2005
• addresses the changes in the field of anti-discrimination law, including the Sexual Orientation Regulations 2003 and Equality Act 2006.

This textbook is an essential resource for students studying the development of human rights and civil liberties in the early years of the twenty-first century.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: Theories of Rights and their Legal Protection in the UK
1. The Nature of Rights and Liberties
2. The European Convention on Human Rights
3. Methods of Protecting Civil Liberties in the UK: The Bill of Rights Debate

Part 2: Expression
5. Restraining Freedom of Expression Under the Law of Contempt
7. Official Secrecy and Freedom of Information

8. Freedom of Protest and Assembly

Part 3: The Protection of Privacy
9. Protection for Personal Information

Part 4: Personal Liberty
11. Freedom from Arbitrary Search, Arrest and Detention: Suspects’ Rights in Criminal Investigations
12. Police Questioning: Safeguards for Suspects
13. Redress for Police Malpractice

Part 5: Equality
15. Anti-Discrimination Legislation

2007: 246 x 174: 1712pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-937-3: $75.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419373
2nd Edition

**Texts and Materials on International Human Rights**

**Rhona K.M. Smith**, Northumbria University, UK

This book takes a thematic approach to International Human Rights by collecting material around concepts and frameworks rather than specific rights, making it the ideal companion for most courses.

Cases and material are clearly separated from the main body of the text so that extracted material is immediately recognizable. The surrounding text contextualizes each extract and explains the relevant issues, while questions throughout the book encourage students to analyse and debate the material they are reading. This book is ideal for students seeking to truly engage with and understand the key issues concerning the study of international human rights.

This second edition has been fully updated to take into account key developments since the publication of the previous edition in 2006 including the reform of the UN mechanisms. Each chapter includes expanded author commentary as well as more questions to encourage students to reflect and consider the broader issues and context of the law. New chapter summaries outline the content of each chapter and a detailed table of contents has been added, making it easier to locate specific topics within the text. Finally additional guidance is provided to help students to locate sources online and develop research skills within this expanding and exciting area of law.


---

**NEW IN 2011**

**State Terrorism and Human Rights**

**Paul Wilkinson**, University of St. Andrews, UK

*Series: Cass Series on Political Violence*

This book aims to improve our understanding of the broad trends in the use of political violence by examining the use of state terror in world politics.

There are numerous military regimes and other forms of dictatorship where the use of terror techniques for internal control is routine. While there are some effective multilateral measures that can be taken to discourage and reduce state sponsorship of terrorism as a weapon of intervention in foreign states, the international community generally and the major democracies in combination, face huge difficulties in attempting to influence those regimes that are inflicting major human rights violations on their own populations. For most states, the international norms of non-intervention have tended to restrict government and IGOs to expressions of humanitarian concern, lenient resolutions at the UN, and perhaps support for international economic sanctions against the offending regime.

This book will analyse the major types of international response to state terror since the Cold War and their outcomes and wider implications for the future of international relations. The conclusion will attempt to develop proposals for more effective international responses to state terror in full capability with international law and the protection of human rights.

April 2011: 234 x 156: 240pp  
Hb: 978-0-415-47423-8: $140.00  
Pb: 978-0-415-47424-5: $37.95  
For more information, visit:  
www.routledge.com/9780415474245
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**Related Revision Titles:**

- Q&A Civil Liberties & Human Rights ........................................ pg 54
- Human Rights Lawcards ........................................................ pg 60
- Public Law & Human Rights Statutes ..................................... pg 52
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3rd Edition

Modern Intellectual Property Law

Catherine Colston, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK and
Jonathan Galloway, Newcastle University, UK

‘It explains difficult concepts in a way students can understand, is well structured and develops each area in a logical way. Its coverage is at the right level for undergraduates and postgraduates who are struggling with concepts being neither too simplistic nor too detailed.’ – Colin R. Davies, Director Intellectual Property Law Unit, University of Glamorgan, UK

‘Extremely well written and comprehensive.’ – James Griffin, Lecturer in Law, University of Exeter, UK

Modern Intellectual Property Law combines coverage of each intellectual property right granted for creations of the mind into a thoughtful, unified textbook. Deconstructing the fundamental topics into short, clear sections separated by subheadings throughout, Colston and Galloway’s text is the ideal student companion to this intriguing area of the law.

This third edition has been completely revised to bring it up to date with the latest debate and changes to the law. All significant recent developments are covered including the continuing controversy over patents for computer-implemented inventions and biotechnological inventions, the House of Lords’ developments of patent law, the ECJ jurisprudence relating to trade mark dilution and comparative advertising, as well as the database right, and international efforts to reconcile copyright with peer-to-peer file sharing. This text also discusses the ongoing effort to achieve an appropriate balance between intellectual property and competition law in order to protect market competition while retaining key incentives to drive the process of innovation.

Written for students, this accessible and comprehensive textbook provides the perfect starting point for anyone studying intellectual property law in the UK.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Introduction
2. Justification
3. The Patent
4. Patentable Subject Matter
5. Patentable Inventions
6. Infringement, Validity and Revocation
7. Breach of Confidence
8. Copyright Principles, Copyright Works and Related Rights
9. The Subsistence and Substance of Copyright and Related Rights
10. Infringement of Copyright and Defences
11. Employing Copyright: Permitted Copyright Uses, Dealings in Works and Competition
12. Moral Rights
13. Design Rights
14. Passing Off
15. Registered Trade Marks
16. Trade Mark Infringement and Challenges to Trade Marks
17. Property and Dealings in Marks and Domain Name Disputes
18. Image Protection
19. Enforcement

June 2010: 246 x 174: 896pp
Hb: 978-0-415-55672-9: $170.00
Pb: 978-0-415-55671-2: $69.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86917-8
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415556712
**NEW IN 2011**

4th Edition

**Information Technology Law**

Diane Rowland, Uta Kohl, both at University of Aberystwyth, UK and Andrew Charlesworth, University of Bristol, UK

This fourth edition of *Information Technology Law* has been completely revised in the light of developments within the field since publication of the first edition in 1997. Now dedicated to a more detailed analysis of and commentary on the latest developments within this burgeoning field of law, this new edition is an essential read for all those interested in the interface between law and technology and the effect of new technological developments on the law.

New to the fourth edition:
- analysis of regulatory issues and jurisdictional questions
- developments in privacy and data protection
- extension of computer crime laws
- open source software and the legal implications.


June 2011: 246 x 174: 600pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48227-1: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-415-48237-0: $70.00

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415482370

---

**E-Commerce Law**

Paul Todd, University of Plymouth, UK

This book includes detailed coverage of intellectual property, contract, encryption and liability issues, including allocation of domain names, use of metatags and other forms of search engine optimisation, digital signatures and the position of ISPs and other intermediaries.

2005: 234 x 156: 300pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-942-7: $63.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419427

---

**The Law of Electronic Commerce and the Internet in the UK and Ireland**

Steve Hedley, University College Cork, Ireland

This textbook is ideal for students of e-commerce law and provides those studying information technology law or practising commercial law with an indispensable introduction to Internet issues.


2006: 234 x 156: 324pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-973-1: $73.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419731

---

**Related Revision Titles:**

Q&A Intellectual Property Law ........... pg 57
Intellectual Property Lawcards ........... pg 60
Public International Law

Alina Kaczorowska, University of the West Indies, Barbados

‘In the increasingly specialised and fragmented field of public international law, general texts need to provide a coherent and relatively comprehensive, but at the same time accessible, overview of the international legal system. Alina Kaczorowska’s new edition succeeds admirably in doing this. It has thoroughness and depth, but at the same time is very clear and easy to read. It is likely to prove a very helpful resource for both beginners and the more experienced working with international law.’ – Gerard Conway, Brunel Law School, UK

‘Public International Law is a very readable and user-friendly textbook. Alina Kaczorowska makes good use of current affairs to make and illustrate points.’ – Gino Naldi, Norwich Law School, University of East Anglia, UK

The fourth edition of Public International Law provides a very readable, lively, detailed and easily understood introduction to the fundamental principles and structures of international law without compromising on analysis and depth of coverage.

Whilst the traditional topics of public international law are central to this book, new developments including the impact of Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independence from Serbia, the fight against terrorism, the implications of cases currently pending before the International Court of Justice on State immunity and the exercise of universal jurisdiction by States are also detailed. In addition, new actors on the international stage such as non-governmental organisations, multinational corporations and terrorist groups, are identified, examined and commented upon.

The entire stance of the book allows the reader to appreciate the historic perspective and the evolving nature of public international law. This fourth edition includes an enhanced layout and student-friendly features such as advice on further reading, highlighted cases, aides-memoire chapter outlines and summaries.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. History and Nature of International Law
2. Sources of International Law
3. The Law of Treaties
4. International Law and Municipal Law
5. International Personality
6. Recognition of States, Governments and Intergovernmental Organisations (IGOs) in International Law
7. Territorial Sovereignty
8. Jurisdiction
9. Immunity from National Jurisdiction
10. State Responsibility for Wrongful Acts
11. An Overview of the International Protection of Human Rights (HRs)
12. Self-Determination of Peoples
13. Peaceful Settlement of Disputes between States
14. The Use of Force
15. Collective Security

June 2010: 246 x 174: 944pp
Hb: 978-0-415-56682-7: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-56685-8: $61.95
eBook: 978-0-203-84847-0

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566858
3rd Edition

**Comparative Law in a Changing World**

*Peter De Cruz*, Liverpool John Moores University, UK

Providing a comprehensive and comparative analysis of the legal approach to key areas of law within different legal systems, this book offers a blueprint for comparative legal study by evaluating the current epistemological debate on comparative law and comparative legal research methods.

Substantive law, the law of obligations, commercial and corporate law within the major legal systems of the world are all examined and compared. While France and Germany are generally used as the archetypal civil law jurisdictions and English law as the main common law comparator, this third edition also examines the Russian Federation in the post-Soviet era and socialist legal influences as well as non-Western legal traditions. Fully updated and revised to include all recent developments, this edition also includes a broad historical introduction and outlines changes in EC law.

It assesses the possibility of Europeanization of national legal systems and certain legal topics, the impact of the globalization of legal institutions and the evolving ‘new world order’ in the early twenty-first century.

Written in a clear, user-friendly style, *Comparative Law in a Changing World* is an accessible source for undergraduates and postgraduates wishing to trace the influence of common law and civil law legal traditions on jurisdictions across the world.

**Selected Contents:** Introducing Comparative Law.


2007: 234 x 156: 544pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-936-6: $65.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419366

4th Edition

**Conflict of Laws**

*Ruth Hayward*, Staffordshire University, USA

*Conflict of Laws*, the fourth edition of Abla Mayss’ *Principles of Conflict of Laws*, continues to provide students with a comprehensive overview of the rules of private international law in an easily accessible manner. Fully updated and revised, this edition includes lists of further reading and web addresses to facilitate a greater depth of understanding and analysis.


2006: 234 x 156: 312pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-972-4: $67.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419724
Competition Law and Policy in the EC and UK

Barry Rodger, University of Strathclyde, UK and Angus MacCulloch, University of Lancaster, UK

Competition law, at both the EC and UK levels, plays an important and ever-increasing role in regulating the conduct of businesses. Based on the premise that open and fair competition is good for both consumers and businesses, competition law prevents businesses from entering into anti-competitive agreements and from abusing their dominant market position.

Competition Law and Policy in the EC and UK looks at how competition law affects business, including: co-ordinated actions; pricing behaviour; take-overs and mergers; and state subsidies. It provides a clear guide to and outline of the general policies behind, and the main provisions of EC and UK competition law. Information is presented within a structured framework, complete with a glossary of useful terminology.

This fourth edition has been revised and updated to take into account developments since publication of the previous edition, including expanded coverage of the regulation of cartels, the development of private enforcement, the consideration of IP issues in Microsoft, and extended discussion of UK competition Law.


2008: 234 x 156: 488pp
Hb: 978-0-415-45848-1: $190.00
Pb: 978-0-415-45847-4: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-203-92658-1

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415458474

English, French and German Comparative Law

Raymond Youngs

Fully updated, with a variety of new case law, this book offers a comparative analysis of approaches to shared areas of law in England, France and Germany. It is ideal for students of comparative law and gives an introduction to French or German law.


2006: 234 x 156: 720pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-924-3: $90.00

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9781859419243

The German Legal System and Legal Language

Howard D. Fisher

This book explains the structure and terminology of some of the main areas of German public and private law. Amid the increasing complexity of international legal relations, the book provides a firm reference point for those native English speakers who deal with legal matters in Germany, for those who wish to grasp the nettles of the intricate German legal system and language for the first time and for those who aim to qualify as German lawyers.


2008: 234 x 156: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-415-46594-6: $190.00
Pb: 978-0-415-46856-5: $79.95
eBook: 978-0-203-92657-4

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415465946
3rd Edition

**International Criminal Law**

**Ilias Bantekas**, Brunel University, UK and **Susan Nash**, University of Westminster, UK

Fully updated and revised, this examination of substantive, enforcement and procedural aspects of international criminal law is an ideal resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students of law or international relations and legal practitioners.

Selected Contents:

1. Theory of International Criminal Law
2. Principles of Liability and Participation in International Criminal Law
3. Defences in International Criminal Law
4. State Jurisdiction and Immunities
5. War Crimes and Grave Breaches
6. Crimes Against Humanity
7. Genocide
8. Offences Against the Person
10. Terrorism
11. Transnational Offences
12. Transnational Offences
13. Extradition
14. Abduction
15. Mutual Legal Assistance
16. Mutual Legal Assistance: National Perspectives
17. International Police Cooperation
18. International Criminal Procedure
19. Nuremberg, Tokyo and the Birth of Modern International Criminal Law

2007: 234 x 156: 640pp
Pb: 978-0-415-41845-4: $69.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415418454
4th Edition

Shipping Law

Simon Baughen, University of Bristol, UK

Shipping Law covers the whole spectrum of English shipping law. It takes a structured and integrated approach to the highly specialised rules of shipping, which are placed in their commercial context and related to the general principles of English contract and tort law.

The fourth edition has been expanded in many areas, to take into account developments such as the 2007 Wreck Removal Convention and the Rotterdam Rules on contracts for the international carriage of goods wholly or partly by sea. In-depth analysis is provided of recent important judicial decisions, such as that of the European Court of Justice in Owusu v Jackson; those of the House of Lords in The Jordan II, The Achilleas, The Rafaela S and The Golden Victory; and those of the Court of Appeal in The CMA Djakarta and The Tropical Reefer.

This book provides an invaluable source of reference on the subject and will be of use to both students and to those in practice.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. The Commercial Background
2. Title to Sue
3. Providing Loss or Damage in Transit
4. The Terms of the Bill of Lading Contract
5. Statutory Terms of the Bill of Lading Contract
7. Combined Transport
8. Carriage by Road – CMR
9. Charterparties
10. Voyage Charterparties Payment of Freight
11. Voyage Charters – Laytime and Demurrage
12. Time Charters
13. Damages and Frustration
14. Collisions
15. Salvage
16. General Average
17. Marine Pollution
18. Jurisdiction and Applicable Law
19. Security and Interlocutory Relief
20. Limitation of Liability

2009: 234 x 156: 504pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48718-4: $170.00
Pb: 978-0-415-48719-1: $70.00
eBook: 978-0-203-87682-4

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415487191

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
4th Edition

**International Trade Law**

*Indira Carr*, University of Surrey, UK

Focusing on international sales of goods and the various relations that arise as a result of sale contract, this book considers and discusses:

- issues relating to E-Commerce including electronic transport documents, especially electronic bills of landing
- international transportation of cargo, both unimodal (sea, air, land and rail) and multimodal, the various conventions affecting such transportation and the proposed new convention drafted by UNCITRAL and CMI
- insurance and payment mechanisms, in particular letters of credit and the recently adopted UCP 600
- dispute resolution including issues of jurisdiction, applicable law, arbitration and mediation
- corruption as a major challenge to conducting business and the various anti-corruption conventions, in particular the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention 1997 and the UN Convention Against corruption 2003.

**Selected Contents:**

**Part 1: International Sales of Goods**

**Part 2: Regulating the Electronic Commerce Environment**

**Part 3: Transportation of Cargo**

**Part 4: Financing and Insurance**

**Part 5: Dispute Resolution**

**Part 6: Corruption**
21. Fighting Corruption in International Business

---

**Cases & Materials on the Carriage of Goods by Sea**

*The late Martin Dockray*

Cases & Materials on the Carriage of Goods by Sea includes a collection of legislative material, standard form contracts and up-to-date coverage of English case law. It covers the major areas of chartering and bills of lading, as well as matters such as exclusion and limitation of liability.

2004: 234 x 156: 512pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-796-6: **$79.95**

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859417966

---

**Related Revision Titles:**

**Q&A Commercial Law** pg 54
**Commercial Lawcards** pg 58
**International Trade Law Statutes** pg 52
Jurisprudence: Themes and Concepts
Scott Veitch, Emilios Christodoulidis and Lindsay Farmer, all at University of Glasgow, UK

Jurisprudence: Themes and Concepts takes an innovative approach to the study of jurisprudence. Drawing together a range of specialists making original contributions, it provides a summary, analysis and critique of basic themes in, and major contributions to, the study of jurisprudence. The book explores issues and ideas in jurisprudence in a way that integrates them with legal study more broadly, avoiding the tendency in recent years for the subject to become overly inward-looking, specialist and technical.

Since the approach taken is an interdisciplinary one, it also makes connections with contemporary issues in political and social theory – such as changing conceptions of sovereignty, globalisation, the role of rights, and the relationship of other forms of power to the legal realm – in order to situate current jurisprudential debates.

The book links legal, political, philosophical and social analysis to wider contemporary concerns with which the study of jurisprudence should be engaged.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: Law and Politics
General Themes
1. Introduction to the Relationship between Law and Politics
1.2 Sovereignty
1.3 The Rule of Law
1.4 The ‘Inner Morality of Law’
1.5 Rights
Advanced Topics
2.1 Legalism and Legality
2.2 Citizenship
2.3 Law, Politics and Globalisation
2.4 Problems of the Rule of Law in Political Transitions
2.5 The Rule of Law and the State of Emergency

Part 2: Legal Reasoning
General Themes
1. Introduction to Legal Reasoning
2. Legal Formalism, Legal Realism and the Open Texture of Law
3. Three Theories of Legal Reasoning Advanced Topics
2.1 Justice, Natural Law and the Limits of Rule Following
2.2 Equality, Difference and Domination: Feminist Critiques of Adjudication
2.3 Trials, Facts and Narratives
2.4 Understanding Discrimination
2.5 Judging in an Unjust Society
Tutorials

Part 3: Law and Modernity
General Themes
1.1 Law in Modern Society and Legal Modernity
1.2 Formal Legal Rationality and Legal Modernity
1.3 Dilemmas of Modern Law
1.4 After Modernity?: Law and Globalisation
Advanced Topics
2.1 Legal Pluralism
2.2 Juridification
2.3 Law, Ideology and Legitimation: The Marxist Critique
2.4 Displacing the Juridical: Foucault on Power and Discipline
2.5 Law in the Risk Society
Tutorials

2007: 234 x 156: 296pp
Hb: 978-1-84568-070-1: $190.00
Pb: 978-1-85941-815-4: $47.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9781859418154
Understanding Jurisprudence

Denise Meyerson

Considering general philosophical and theoretical questions about the nature, purpose and operation of law as a whole, this book introduces students to contemporary debates in jurisprudence and encourages them to think in a theoretical and critical way about the nature of law, legal reasoning and adjudication.

2006: 234 x 156: 224pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-956-4: $36.00
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9781859419564

Related Revision Titles:

Q&A Jurisprudence.......................... pg 57
Jurisprudence Lawcards....................... pg 60

Law and Economics

A Reader

Edited by Alain Marciano, Université de Reims Champagne Ardenne, France

This book brings together the most authoritative articles on Law and Economics and the interaction between the two disciplines as well as the use of economic tools to analyze legal problems. For students experiencing the subject for the first time, the selections are interlaced with a wealth of features including explanatory introductions and exercises.


2009: 246 x 174: 464pp
Pb: 978-0-415-44560-3: $71.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415445603
Modern Land Law

Martin Dixon, University of Cambridge, UK

‘Very enjoyable reading from an author who clearly understands the subject, the aim of the book and the reader’s needs.’ – Meryl Thomas, Professor of Property Law, Birmingham City University, UK

‘Very comprehensive yet relatively compact ... well written.’ – Jonathan Clore, Lecturer in Law, BPP Law School, UK

‘Modern Land Law gives an excellent overview of the subject.’ – Stephen Davies, Associate Tutor in Law, University of Surrey, UK

Modern Land Law offers a lively and thought-provoking account of a subject that remains at the heart of our legal system. Dispelling any apprehension about the subject’s formidability from the outset, this compact textbook provides an absorbing and exact analysis of all the key legal principles relating to land.

Written with students firmly in mind, the principal features of this textbook include:

• a clear introduction to every chapter which frames each topic in its wider context
• corresponding chapter summaries which help to consolidate learning and encourage reflection
• the use of tables and diagrams to aid understanding of complicated topics
• a friendly two-colour text design which complements Martin Dixon’s comprehensible and engaging writing.

Updated fully to include discussion of the most recent case law such as Halifax v Popeck, Thompson v Foy and Thorner v Majors, Modern Land Law is one of the most current and reliable textbooks available on land law today.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. An Introduction to Modern Land Law
2. Registered Land
3. Unregistered Land
4. Co-Ownership
5. Successive Interest in Land
6. Leases
7. The Law of Easements
8. Freehold Covenants
9. Licences and Proprietary Estoppel
10. The Law of Mortgages
11. Adverse Possession

June 2010: 246 x 174: 512pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57745-8: $155.00
Pb: 978-0-415-57744-1: $49.95
eBook: 978-0-203-84846-3

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415577441
Aspects of Housing Law
Jill Morgan, University of East Anglia, UK

Aspects of Housing Law provides a comprehensive, up-to-date and readable account of what is often regarded as a complex and technical area of the law. It is essential reading for students of housing law and those taking courses in housing studies.

With comprehensive coverage of all areas covered in an undergraduate course on housing, this concise and clear text covers:

- homelessness
- owner-occupation
- regulation of rents
- repairs and disrepair
- succession to tenancies
- private rented sector
- social housing
- anti-social behaviour.


2007: 234 x 156: 512pp
Pb: 978-1-84568-014-5: $59.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781845680145

Related Revision Titles:
Q&A Land Law ........................................ pg 57
Land Lawcards ........................................ pg 60
Property Law Statutes ......................... pg 52

Planning Law and Practice
3rd Edition
Edited by Cameron Blackhall

Following the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the third edition of Planning Law and Practice contains a complete revision of plan-making and the control of development as well as incorporating recent case law.

2005: 234 x 156: 512pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-748-5: $69.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859417485

NEW IN 2011
5th Edition
Understanding the Building Regulations
Simon Polley, BRCS (Building Control) Ltd., Chelmsford, UK

Praise for previous editions:
‘Covers all the requirements of the Building Regulations as we know them today. It is clear and concise in its explanations … A good book.’ – Clerk of Works Journal

‘A clear and concise introduction to the Building Regulations and Approved Documents … Up-to-date well presented and should benefit the student and any person wishing to find out about the Building Regulations and how to make an application to their Local Council.’ – ASI Journal

Do you need a concise, jargon-free and compact guide to the UK building regulations?

Simon Polley boils down the regulations to their basic features, explaining the core principles behind them. Easy to read and light enough to carry around with you, this is the ideal introduction to a vital part of your remit as a building control officer, architect or surveyor.

Updated with the extensive 2010 changes, and illustrated with cartoons.

July 2011: 234 x 156: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-415-60863-3: $33.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83121-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415608633
NEW

12th Edition

The English Legal System
2011-2012

Gary Slapper, The Open University, UK and David Kelly, formerly at Staffordshire University, UK

Slapper and Kelly’s *The English Legal System* explains and critically assesses how our law is made and applied. Annually updated, this authoritative textbook clearly describes the legal rules of England and Wales and their collective influence as a sociocultural institution.

This latest edition of *The English Legal System* responds to the proposals of the newly elected coalition government as they affect the legal system as well as the most recent legislation and case law. The Constitutional Reform and Governance Act 2010, the Crime and Security Act 2010, new European law and the latest decisions of the Supreme Court are all incorporated into the text, and this edition also digests recent research on the work of juries and the criminal courts, and the 2010 changes to the regulation of legal services.

Key learning features include:

- a clear and logical structure with short, manageable, well-structured individual chapters
- useful chapter summaries which act as a good check point for students
- sources for further reading and suggested websites at the end of each chapter to point students towards further learning pathways
- an online skills network including how tos, practical examples, tips, advice and interactive examples of English law in action.

Replied upon by generations of students, Slapper and Kelly’s *The English Legal System* is a permanent fixture in this ever evolving subject.

**SELECTED CONTENTS:**

1. Law and Legal Study
2. Rule of Law and Human Rights
3. Sources of Law
4. The Civil Courts
5. The Criminal Courts
6. The Judiciary
7. Judicial Reasoning
8. The Jury
9. The Civil Process
10. Arbitration, Tribunal Adjudication and Alternative Dispute Resolution
11. The Criminal Process: (1) The Investigation of Crime
12. The Criminal Process: (2) The Prosecution
13. Legal Services
14. The Funding of Legal Services
15. The European Context

May 2011: 246 x 174: 712pp
Hb: 978-0-415-60008-8: $150.00
Pb: 978-0-415-60007-1: $56.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415600071
The Politics of the Common Law
Perspectives, Rights, Processes, Institutions
Wayne Morrison, Adam Gearey, Birkeck, University of London, UK and Robert Jago, University of Surrey, UK

The Politics of the Common Law is an introduction to the English legal system that places the law in its contemporary context. It is not like other conventional accounts that simply seek to describe institutions and summarise details. The book is a coherent argument, organised around a number of central claims. Can today's common law be characterised as a series of emergent practices that articulate the principles of human rights and due process? The common law is presented as historical experience; the authors present the perspective that we are in the opening of a new chapter.

The argument examines the impact of the European Convention on the structures and ideologies of the common law, and suggests that there is now a general jurisprudence of human rights stemming from the Human Rights Act. The Human Rights Act has also led to more pronounced judicial intervention into politics, and is precipitating a debate on the forms that the rule of law should assume in contemporary British democracy. Equally important is the function of European Union law, and the extent to which it is also committed to due process and the rule of law. These themes are read into civil and criminal procedure, and broader concerns about the tensions between the requirements of economics and the demands of justice. Can a revitalised common law address a plural, post-colonial future?


2008: 246 x 174: 432pp
Pb: 978-0-415-48153-3: $54.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415481533

NEW
2nd Edition

How the Law Works
Gary Slapper, The Open University, UK

How the Law Works is a refreshingly clear and reliable guide to today’s legal system. Offering interesting and comprehensive coverage, it makes sense of all the curious features of the law in day to day life and in current affairs.

Explaining the law and legal jargon in plain English, it provides an accessible entry point to the different types of law and legal techniques, as well as today's compensation culture and human rights law. In addition to explaining the role of judges, lawyers, juries and parliament, it clarifies the mechanisms behind criminal and civil law.

How the Law Works is essential reading for anyone approaching law for the first time, or for anyone who is interested in an engaging introduction to the subject’s bigger picture.


December 2010: 234 x 156: 280pp
Pb: 978-0-415-60010-1: $27.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83336-0
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415600101

Related Revision Titles:
Q&A English Legal System ................. pg 55
English Legal System Lawcards .......... pg 59
Whether you are engaged in the study of law, are considering studying law at university, are a business professional or want to find out more about the law in general, Slapper and Kelly’s English Law offers a clear, lively and reliable point of entry to the law in England and Wales.

Presented in an easy-to-read style, it provides readers with an accurate explanation of how the English legal system currently works and the content of English law in all its key areas of operation, including criminal law, contract law and the law of negligence.

An invaluable introduction, English Law is an excellent resource for students of the English legal system and English law, as well as for professionals and general readers.


Legal Method, Skills and Reasoning suggests a range of ‘how-to’ techniques for perfecting essential academic and practical legal skills. It explains how to work with legal texts; how to read and write about the law; how to acquire effective disciplined study techniques; and how to construct legal arguments.

Packed full of practical examples and diagrams across the range of legal skills from language and research skills to mooting and negotiation, this edition will be invaluable to law students seeking to acquire a deeper understanding of how to apply each discreet legal skill effectively.

This restructured third edition is now additionally supported by a Companion Website offering a wealth of additional resources for individual and group work for both students and lecturers. The Companion Website offers:

• workbooks for each part, containing guided practical and reflective tasks
• a series of ‘how-to’ exercises, which help to provide real-life legal skills examples and practice
• guidance on answering legal problem and essay-style questions
• self-test quizzes to consolidate learning for each individual legal skill.

For lecturers, the Companion Website hosts:

• a set of PowerPoint slides of the diagrams in the text
• specimen seminar plans, with supplementary notes to provide support and inspiration for teaching legal skills
• sample legal skills assessment, and accompanying answers.

Selected Contents: Part 1: Preparing for the Journey
Legal English

Rupert Haigh, Forum Legal, Finland

English is the dominant language of international business relations, and a good working knowledge of the language is essential for today’s legal or business professional. Written for both students and practitioners, Legal English is a highly practical handbook, which addresses all aspects of legal employment, from the very basic use of language, to chairing formal meetings.

Supported for the first time by questions and answers throughout, this is the ideal learning aid for those seeking to perfect their legal English. Divided into three sections, it covers:

• writing clear and accurate legal documents and letters in English
• the key situations in which legal and business professionals use oral communication
• the language used in international business contracts.

Concluding with a series of helpful glossaries that explain the meaning of different kinds of words and phrases often found in legal and business English, this is an excellent reference tool for those seeking to perfect their legal English.


Legal Writing

Lisa Webley, University of Westminster, UK

Legal Writing guides students comprehensively through this essential legal skill, and addresses a range of examining methods, from questions to final essays and problem answers. It considers how to deconstruct essay and problem questions and how to conduct and apply legal research to answer set questions.

The book explains how to reference others’ work clearly and correctly, and is a useful tool for students concerned about issues of plagiarism. It also focuses on how to develop and communicate legal arguments, and both good and bad examples of written work are considered and discussed.

Legal Writing is principally appropriate to undergraduate students, particularly at the beginning of their degree studies, and to GDL and CPE students.

Accompanied by a new Companion Website, Legal Writing is supported by a variety of online resources, including:

• multiple choice questions on correct referencing
• an exercise on quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism
• commentary on a specimen exam answer
• revision tips and guidance
• answers to frequently asked questions relating to all aspects of legal writing.


2nd Edition

Complimentary Exam Copy  e-Inspection  New in Paperback  Companion Website
Lawyering skills are increasingly part of undergraduate law degrees as well as essential elements in the postgraduate vocational law courses, the LPC and the BVC. This fully updated third edition continues to bring together the theory and practice of these skills in an accessible and practical context.

The authors draw on their vast experience of law in practice to develop the core skills taught on both undergraduate and postgraduate courses. Skills covered include:

- written communication
- mediation
- information technology
- opinion writing
- drafting
- advocacy
- interviewing
- negotiation
- legal research.

Each chapter uses diagrams, boxes, lists and flow charts to further explain and develop each skill and ends with a further reading section.

A Practical Guide to Lawyering Skills is essential reading for all undergraduate and vocational law students seeking to develop the necessary skills to work successfully with law in the twenty-first century.


For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419755

---

Introduction to Critical Legal Theory provides an accessible introduction to the study of law and legal theory. It covers all the seminal movements in classical, modern and postmodern legal thought, engaging the reader with the ideas of jurists as diverse as Aristotle, Hobbes and Kant, Marx, Foucault and Dworkin.

2004: 234 x 156: 234pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-928-1: $42.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859419281

---

This book challenges the usual introductions to the study of law. It argues that law is inherently political and reflects the interests of the few even while presenting itself as neutral. It considers law as ideology and as politics, and critically assesses its contribution to the creation and maintenance of a globalized and capitalist world. The clarity of the arguments are admirably suited to provoking discussions of the role of law in our contemporary world.

The book includes an analysis of the common sense of law; the use of anthropological examples to gain external perspectives of our use and understanding of law; a consideration of central legal concepts, such as order, rules, property, dispute resolution, legitimation and the rule of law; an examination of the role of law in women’s subordination and finally a critique of the effect of our understanding of law upon the wider world.

2004: 234 x 156: 208pp
Pb: 978-1-85941-892-5: $41.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781859418925
Understanding Law and Society

Max Travers, University of Tasmania, Australia

This textbook on the sociology of law is organised according to the theoretical traditions of sociology, and oriented towards providing an accessible, but sophisticated, introduction to, and overview of, the central themes, problems and debates in this field. The book employs an international range of examples – including the state, minority rights, terrorism, family violence, the legal profession, pornography, mediation, religious tolerance, and euthanasia – in order to distinguish a sociological approach to law from ‘black-letter’, jurisprudential and empirical policy-oriented traditions. Beginning with ‘classical’, ‘consensus’ and ‘critical’ sociological approaches, the book covers the full range of contemporary perspectives, including the new institutionalism, feminism, the interpretive tradition, postmodernism, legal pluralism and globalisation. It then concludes with a consideration of current theoretical issues, as well as a reflection upon the importance of a sociological approach to law.

Understanding Law and Society provides a clear, but critical, discussion of the relevant literature, along with study questions and guides to further reading. It is designed to support courses in law and society and in the sociology of law, but will also be of value to others with interests in these areas.

Selected Contents:
1. Introduction
2. Classical Thinkers
3. The Consensus Tradition
4. Critical Perspectives
5. Feminism and Law
6. The Interpretive Tradition
7. Postmodernism and Difference
8. Legal Pluralism and Globalisation
9. Conclusion

2009: 234 x 156: 232pp
Hb: 978-0-415-43032-6: $145.00
Pb: 978-0-415-43033-3: $57.95
eBook: 978-0-203-87125-6

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415430333

AS Law

3rd Edition

Andrew Mitchell, Kingsbury High School, London, UK

Written for sixth form and college students, AS Law covers the content of AS Law for AQA and OCR students in a lively and reader-friendly style. Topics are broken down into manageable parts, with clear headings and are illustrated throughout with photographs, diagrams, boxes and illustrations.


2008: 297 x 210: 416pp
Pb: 978-0-415-45852-8: $47.50

For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415458528
4th Edition

Text, Cases and Materials on Medical Law and Ethics

Marc Stauch, University of Hannover, Germany and Kay Wheat, Nottingham Trent University, UK

Text, Cases and Materials on Medical Law and Ethics presents a valuable collection of materials relating to this topical and increasingly controversial area of the law. Comprising extracts from statutes, cases and scholarly articles alongside expert author commentary and guidance, this book signposts students to all the key issues and principles in medical law.

Divided into two parts, the text concentrates on the general principles that permeate medical law before considering the issues which arise in relation to individual areas of medical treatment. Fully revised and updated, this new edition covers ethics more comprehensively, and includes much-enhanced theoretical treatment.

This fourth edition has been fully updated to take account of recent developments in the law, particularly in the areas of assisted reproduction, euthanasia, cloning and stem cell research. For the first time, Text, Cases and Materials on Medical Law and Ethics also incorporates a number of helpful pedagogic innovations, including bulleted summaries, questions for thought and further reading lists for each chapter, making it an ideal student companion to this popular subject.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

1. Ethics and Medicine
2. Health Care in England and Wales
3. Consent to Treatment
4. Treating the Incompetent Patient
5. Confidentiality and Access to Medical Records
6. Medical Malpractice

7. Assisted Reproduction
8. Pregnancy and Abortion
9. Mental Health Law
10. Medical Research
11. Organ Transplantation
12. Euthanasia

June 2011: 246 x 174
Hb: 978-0-415-58231-5: $170.00
Pb: 978-0-415-58230-8: $64.95

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415582308
**Australian Medical Law**

*John Devereux*, University of Queensland, Australia

Exploring the patterns in the rich tapestry of medical law, this text is the most up-to-date work of its kind. After an introduction to bio-ethical principles, *Australian Medical Law* discusses the interplay of different areas of law as they impact on medical practice. The text considers the impact of contract, crime and tort law. Particular attention is given to competency and the thorny issue of consent to treatment.

Other areas canvassed include confidentiality, access to medical records, complaints and transplants. The latest case law is included, as well as commentary on the Civil Liability Act.

Clearly expressed and accessible, this text is relevant to all students and practitioners involved in the burgeoning field of medical law.


2007: 234 x 156: 1192pp
Pb: 978-1-876905-38-5: $90.95
For more information, visit: [www.routledge.com/9781876905385](http://www.routledge.com/9781876905385)

**Related Revision Titles:**

Q&A Medical Law.......................... pg 57
Constitutional and Administrative Law (Public Law) is a dynamic and challenging area of law which has an impact on all of our lives. Whenever a government is elected, a new piece of legislation is passed or a citizen’s rights are abused, it is Public Law which provides the legal framework within which government and administration functions.

Hilaire Barnett’s classic textbook equips students with an understanding of the constitution’s past, present and future by analysing and illustrating the political and socio-historical contexts which have shaped the major rules and principles of public law, as well as ongoing constitutional reform.

Having undergone a rigorous editing process to offer a more concise account of public law today, contemporary developments covered in this edition include the UK’s first coalition government for nearly sixty years, and recent proposals to introduce fixed-term parliaments and electoral reform. Key learning features include:

- introductory chapter overviews outlining the topics and concepts covered
- short chapter summaries to distil and reflect upon the main points raised
- marginal cross-references which help students to recognise connections across topics
- a comprehensive Companion Website, featuring enhanced coverage and a pathway for further study across a variety of topics.

Mapped to the common course outline, this textbook offers full coverage of the Public Law syllabus. Written in a clear and understandable style, Constitutional and Administrative Law is an invaluable resource for every student of Public Law.

SELECTED CONTENTS:

Part 1: General Introduction
1. Introduction: The United Kingdom and its Constitution
2. Sources of the Constitution

Part 2: Fundamental Constitutional Concepts
3. The Rule of Law
4. The Separation of Powers
5. The Royal Prerogative
6. Parliamentary Sovereignty

Part 3: The European Community and Union
7. Structures and Institutions
8. European Community Law and National Law

Part 4: Central, Regional and Local Government
9. Central Government
10. Responsible Government
11. Devolution and Local Government

Part 5: Parliament
12. The Electoral System
13. Introduction to the House of Commons
14. The Legislative Process
15. Scrutiny of the Executive
16. The House of Lords
17. Parliamentary Privilege

Part 6: The Individual and the State
18. The Protection of Human Rights
19. Freedom of Expression and Privacy
20. Freedom of Association and Assembly
21. The Police and Police Powers
22. State Security

Part 7: Administrative Law
26. Commissioners for Administration: Ombudsmen and Tribunals
3rd Edition

Text, Cases and Materials on Public Law and Human Rights

Helen Fenwick and Gavin Phillipson, both at Durham University, UK

Text, Cases and Materials on Public Law and Human Rights integrates a diverse and contemporary collection of cases and materials with an authoritative narrative commentary from two leading academics in the fields of public law and human rights. The text intersperses extracts from leading cases, academic commentary and parliamentary and governmental material to produce an all-encompassing student companion to constitutional, administrative and UK human rights law.

This third edition has been fully updated and includes coverage of: the Governance of Britain reform package and the Constitutional Reform and Governance Act 2010, the Constitutional Reform Act and the new Supreme Court, the Serious Organised Crime and Policing Act 2005 and the impact of anti-terrorism legislation on the rule of law and police powers. There is comprehensive coverage of the Jackson case, Bancoult and the royal prerogative, the 2008 White Paper on Lords reform, the impact of the Parliamentary Standards Act 2009 and the Kelly Report on parliamentary privilege. Furthermore, the book includes extensive coverage and analysis of a range of recent developments in the human rights field, including the key Human Rights Act cases of Belmarsh, Re P, Huang and YL and the Strasbourg decisions in the Marper (DNA) case and A v UK on detention without trial.

Selected Contents:
2. The Nature and Role of Constitutional Conventions
3. The Rule of Law and the Separation of Powers
4. Parliamentary Sovereignty
5. The European Union and Parliamentary Sovereignty
6. Devolution
7. The European Convention on Human Rights
8. The Commons: Elections, Parties, Legislation and Scrutiny
9. The House of Lords and Reform
10. Parliamentary Privilege
11. Prerogative Powers
12. The Central Executive: Structures and Accountability
13. Official Secrecy and Access to Information
15. Grounds of Judicial Review
16. Ombudsmen
18. Freedom of Expression
19. Freedom of Assembly, Public Protest and Public Order
20. Police Powers

Understanding Public Law

Hilaire Barnett, formerly at Queen Mary, University of London, UK

Public Law is concerned with the law governing the institutions of the state and the relationship between the state and the individual, and is a core subject for all students reading for a qualifying law degree. This concise, student-friendly guide will help equip students with an understanding of the key aspects of the UK’s political and legal systems as well as building an understanding of the relationship between the different branches of the state such as the executive, legislature and judiciary.

Understanding Public Law provides a consideration of the main themes in a logical, progressive manner, highlighting the broader political and social contexts, and focusing on how and why the law has developed as it has.

Throughout the text, key terms are identified and explained from the outset, helping students new to the subject familiarize themselves with the vocabulary of public law; chapter outlines and summaries help to focus the reader on the key topics; and a set of self-test questions at the end of each chapter encourage students to consider and reflect on what has been learnt.

Understanding Public Law is the ideal introduction to this essential subject.

2009: 234 x 156: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-415-55254-7: $130.00
Pb: 978-0-415-55255-4: $35.95
eBook: 978-0-203-86581-1

For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415552554

Related Revision Titles:

Q&A Constitutional & Administrative Law ........................................ pg 54
Constitutional & Administrative Lawcards .................................... pg 58
Public Law & Human Rights Statutes ............................................. pg 52
Designed specifically for students, and responding to current market feedback, Routledge Student Statutes offer a comprehensive collection of statutory provisions un-annotated and therefore ideal for LLB and GDL course and exam use. In addition, an accompanying Companion Website offers extensive guidance on how to use and interpret statutes, providing valuable tutorial and exam preparation.

The Routledge Student Statutes series collect together, in each volume, all the legislation students need to pass their exams so it is comprehensive, clearly presented and easy to access.

Routledge Student Statutes provide extensive innovative features, vital in aiding LLB and GDL learning:

- comprehensive content, with legislation carefully selected to match the common curriculum
- written by leading experts in each field so students can feel confident in the experience and judgement behind each selection
- un-annotated, making the series ideal for both course and exam use
- each title contains alphabetical, chronological and thematic contents listings and is fully indexed making it easy to navigate
- a free Companion Website providing students with extra guidance and testing on how to use and interpret statutes
- updated annually to incorporate all of the latest legislation covered in UK law syllabi
- highly competitive price makes Routledge Student Statutes the statutes series of choice.

NEW

2nd Edition

Company Law Statutes 2010-2011

Marc Moore, University College London, UK

August 2010: 246 x 174: 592pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58236-0: $25.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415582360

NEW

2nd Edition

Contract, Tort and Restitution Statutes 2010-2011

James Devenney, University of Durham, UK and Howard Johnson, University of Wales, Bangor, UK

August 2010: 246 x 174: 472pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58237-7: $25.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415582377

NEW

2nd Edition

Criminal Law Statutes 2010-2011

Jonathan Herring, University of Oxford, UK

August 2010: 246 x 174: 248pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58238-4: $25.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415582384

NEW

2nd Edition

Employment Law Statutes 2010-2011

Janice Nairns

August 2010: 246 x 174: 472pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58239-1: $25.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415582391
NEW
3rd Edition
European Union Legislation 2010-2011
Jeff Kenner, University of Nottingham, UK
August 2010: 246 x 174: 576pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58240-7: $25.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415582407

NEW
2nd Edition
Evidence Statutes 2010-2011
Claire McGourlay, University of Sheffield, UK
August 2010: 246 x 174: 392pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58241-4: $25.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415582414

NEW
2nd Edition
Family Law Statutes 2010-2011
Phil Bates, The Open University, UK
August 2010: 246 x 174: 488pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58242-1: $25.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415582421

International Trade Law Statutes and Conventions 2009-2010
Indira Carr, University of Surrey, UK and Richard Kidner, University of Wales, Aberystwyth, UK
2009: 246 x 174: 1008pp
Pb: 978-0-415-55276-9: $35.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415552769

NEW
2nd Edition
Property Law Statutes 2010-2011
Russell Hewitson, Northumbria University, UK
August 2010: 246 x 174: 592pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58243-8: $25.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415582438

NEW
2nd Edition
Public Law and Human Rights Statutes 2010-2011
Paul Behrens, University of Leicester, UK
August 2010: 246 x 174: 464pp
Pb: 978-0-415-58244-5: $25.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415582445

‘The best value and best format book on the market’
– Ed Bates, University of Southampton, UK

‘Accessible content is everything, and Routledge wins hands-down... The layout is easy on the eye, and the arrangement of materials cannot be bettered.’ – David Radlett, University of Kent, UK

New editions coming August 2011
E-mail law@routledge.com to request your free desk copies today!
Questions and Answers Series

You’ve planned your revision and you know your subject inside out! But how do you apply what you have learned to get the best marks in the examination room?

Routledge Q&As give you the ideal opportunity to practice and refine your exam technique, helping you to apply your knowledge most effectively in an exam situation. Each book contains approximately fifty essay and problem-based questions on topics commonly found on exam papers, complete with answer plans and fully worked model answers. Our authors have also highlighted common mistakes as well as offering you tips to achieve the very best marks. What’s more, Routledge Q&As are written by lecturers who are also examiners, giving you an exclusive insight into exactly what examiners are looking for in an answer.

New editions for 2011-2012 include:

- an introduction, with essay-writing and exam preparation advice, written specifically to address the unique demands of the subject under consideration
- ‘extra marks’ text boxes offering tips and advice to help those students aiming for top marks to go the extra mile?
- ‘common pitfalls’ text boxes showing where students often trip up or highlighting areas of potential confusion, to help students avoid making some of these common mistakes
- key cases and legislation, highlighted within the text for ease of reference
- boxed answer plans after each question, outlining the major points students should be aiming to convey in their answer
- books in the series are also supported by a Companion Website offering online essay-writing tutorials, podcasts, bonus Q&As and multiple-choice questions to help you focus your revision more effectively.

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
Q&A Business Law 2009-2010
Janice Denoncourt, University of Buckingham, UK
1. Legal System 2. Courts and Legal Personnel 3. Contract Law
and Information Law
2009: 220 x 152: 208pp
Pb: 978-0-415-46871-8: $24.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415468718

NEW
5th Edition
Q&A Civil Liberties & Human Rights 2011-2012
Helen Fenwick, University of Durham, UK and
Kevin Kerrigan, Northumbria University Law School, UK
Selected Contents: Introduction 1. Freedom of Expression
2. Official Secrecy and Freedom of Information 3. Freedom of
Assembly and Association 4. Privacy 5. Police Powers and
Counter Terrorist Measures: The Rights of Suspects 6. Prisoners’
Discrimination 9. The Human Rights Act 1998 and the
European Convention on Human Rights
January 2011: 220 x 152: 400pp
Pb: 978-0-415-48329-2: $24.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415483292

NEW
6th Edition
Q&A Commercial Law 2011-2012
Jo Reddy and Howard Johnson, University of Wales,
Bangor, UK
Selected Contents: Introduction 1. General Questions
2. Description and Quality 3. Passing of Property and Risk
4. Nemo Dat Quod Non Habet 5. Making and Cancellation a
Credit Agreement 6. Default and Termination of Credit
Agreements 7. Connected Lender Liability 8. General Principles
of Agency 9. Relationship with Third Parties 10. FOB Contracts
11. CIF Contracts
January 2011: 220 x 152: 282pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59324-3: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83286-8
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415593243
NEW
9th Edition
Q&A Contract Law 2011-2012
Richard Stone, University of Lincoln, UK

NEW
8th Edition
Q&A Criminal Law 2011-2012
Norman Baird, Consultant, University of London External Laws Programme, UK

NEW
9th Edition
Q&A Employment Law 2011-2012
Deborah Lockton, De Montfort University, UK

NEW
7th Edition
Q&A English Legal System 2011-2012
Gary Slapper, The Open University, UK and David Kelly, formerly at Staffordshire University, UK

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
NEW
7th Edition

Q&A Equity & Trusts 2011-2012

Mohamed Ramjohn, Thames Valley University, London, UK

January 2011: 234 x 156: 272pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59912-2: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-82997-4
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415599122

NEW
8th Edition

Q&A European Union Law 2011-2012

Michael Cuthbert, University of Northampton, UK

January 2011: 234 x 156: 250pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59913-9: $24.95
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415599139

NEW
9th Edition

Q&A Evidence 2011-2012

Christopher Allen, Formerly at Inns of Court Law School, City University, London, UK

January 2011: 220 x 152: 232pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59830-9: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83282-0
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415598309

NEW
6th Edition

Q&A Family Law 2011-2012

Rachael Stretch, Nottingham Trent University, UK

January 2011: 220 x 152: 242pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59914-6: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83131-1
For more information, visit:
www.routledge.com/9780415599146

All New Companion Website for 2011:
www.routledge.com/textbooks/qanda
2nd Edition

Q&A Intellectual Property Law

Janice Denoncourt, University of Buckingham, UK


February 2010: 220 x 152: 232pp
Pb: 978-0-415-55297-4: $28.95
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415552974

NEW

5th Edition

Q&A Jurisprudence 2011-2012

David Brooke, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK


January 2011: 220 x 152: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59915-3: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83280-6
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415599153

NEW

7th Edition

Q&A Land Law 2011-2012

Martin J. Dixon, University of Cambridge, UK and Gerwyn Griffiths, University of Glamorgan, UK


January 2011: 220 x 152: 264pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59916-0: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83105-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415599160

NEW

Q&A Medical Law 2011-2012

Jonathan Herring, University of Oxford, UK


January 2011: 220 x 152: 320pp
Pb: 978-0-415-57541-6: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83225-7
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415575416

NEW

9th Edition

Q&A Torts 2011-2012

Jason Lowther, University of Plymouth, UK


January 2011: 220 x 152: 288pp
Pb: 978-0-415-59917-7: $24.95
eBook: 978-0-203-83220-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415599177

BROWSE AND ORDER ONLINE: www.routledge.com/law
Routledge Lawcards are your complete, pocket-sized guides to key examinable areas of the undergraduate law curriculum and the CPE/GDL. Their concise text, user-friendly layout and compact format make them an ideal revision aid. Helping you to identify, understand and commit to memory the salient points of each area of the law, shouldn’t you make Routledge Lawcards your essential revision companions?

Fully updated and revised with all the most important recent legal developments, Routledge Lawcards are now packed with even more features:

- new revision checklists help you to consolidate the key issues within each topic
- colour coded highlighting really makes cases and legislation stand out
- new tables of cases and legislation make for easy reference
- boxed case notes pick out the cases that are most likely to come up in exams
- more diagrams and flowcharts clarify and condense complex and important topics.

7th Edition

Company Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 184pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56540-0: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85797-7
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415565400

Constitutional and Administrative Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 176pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56557-8: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85795-3
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415565578

Contract Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 216pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56660-5: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85795-3
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566605
NEW IN 2011
8th Edition

European Union Lawcards 2011-2012


January 2011: 220 x 152: 248pp
Pb: 978-0-415-61868-7: $15.00
eBook: 978-0-203-85822-6
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415618687

7th Edition

Evidence Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 240pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56664-3: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85821-9
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566643

6th Edition

Evidence Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 136pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56665-6: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85788-5
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566657

7th Edition

Criminal Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 168pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56356-7: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85790-8
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415563567

7th Edition

Employment Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 200pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56661-2: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85789-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566612

7th Edition

Employment Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 200pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56661-2: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85789-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566612

7th Edition

English Legal System Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 136pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56662-9: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85788-5
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566629

7th Edition

Equity and Trusts Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 240pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56554-7: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85787-8
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415565547
6th Edition

Family Lawcards 2010-2011

Selected Contents: Nullity. Divorce. Ancillary Relief. Family Homes and Domestic Violence. Children I. Children II. Putting it into Practice

January 2010: 186 x 123: 168pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56665-0: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85820-2
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566650

6th Edition

Jurisprudence Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 168pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56674-2: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85816-5
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566742

3rd Edition

Human Rights Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 136pp
Pb: 978-0-415-45701-9: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85819-6
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415457019

7th Edition

Land Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 160pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56677-3: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85815-8
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566773

7th Edition

Intellectual Property Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 184pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56538-7: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85818-9
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415565387

7th Edition

Tort Lawcards 2010-2011


January 2010: 186 x 123: 176pp
Pb: 978-0-415-56678-0: $17.98
eBook: 978-0-203-85814-1
For more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415566780
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